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Thomas Cromwell by
Diarmaid MacCulloch
After a decade of research
emerges a tantalizing new
understanding of the
inscrutable and utterly
compelling Thomas Cromwell.

War of the Roses
by Dan Jones
2 branches of the Plantagenet
dynasty fight to the death for
the right to rule England.
Compelling and very readable!

Tyrant by Stephen
Greenblatt
World renowned Shakespeare
scholar Stephen Greenblatt
explores the playwright's
insights into bad and often mad
rulers. Tyrant shows us that
Shakespeare remains relevant!
A fascinating read!

The Tudors
by Peter Ackroyd
British historian Peter Ackroyd
bring the age of the Tudors to
life from Henry VIII's
cataclysmic break with Rome to
the epic rule of Elizabeth I.

Elizabeth and Mary: Cousins,
Rivals, Queens
by Jane Dunn
Against the backdrop of 16th
century England, Scotland and
France, Dunn paints portraits of
2 women whose strengths were
placed in relentless opposition.
A real page turner!

Six Wives by David Starkey
No one in history has had a
more eventful matrimonial
career than Henry VIII. Six
Wives is a masterful work that
intimately examines the rituals
of diplomacy, marriage,
pregnancy and religion in the
Tudor court.
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